SUMMER LAW DAY!

Law School In A DAY!*

JULY 16
10 AM

Join us this July 16th from 10am to 3pm utilizing Zoom to learn more about The University of Arizona’s innovative B.A. in Law Undergraduate Program

▷ Information session for anyone considering the B.A. in Law as a major.
▷ Hear from current B.A. in Law students and alumni about their experience in the program.
▷ Learn about substantive legal topics from renowned College of Law faculty, such as:
  - Do you have free speech rights in school?
  - What would you do if pulled over by the police?
  - What is going on in immigration law under the new administration?
  - Legal Role Playing! What legal decisions will you make regarding a vaccine during a pandemic?

For more information and to register contact, jesuscarranza@arizona.edu

* Legal disclaimer – not really law school in one day – just a fun day of learning the kinds of legal topics law students get to learn!